3 way switch wiring diagram multiple lights

Pick the diagram that is most like the scenario you are in and see if you can wire your switch!
This might seem intimidating, but it does not have to be. With these diagrams below it will take
the guess work out of wiring. Still looking for help? Feel free to contact me with any wiring
questions you might have. Hey, doing it yourself is great but if you are unsure of the advice
given or the methods in which to job is done This site is merely a collection of how some people
do home improvements. There is no way we can anticipate every situation and we do our best
to inform of any risks for each job. Be sure to check local building codes for proper installation
and permits. If in doubt, hire it out. Want to turn a lamp on with a light switch? Sometimes it is
handy to have an outlet controlled by a switch. Step by step instructions on how to wire a
switched outlet. Looking to have an outlet be controlled by a switch? Follow my switched outlet
wiring diagram to learn how. Looking for ceiling fan installation wiring? All the diagrams needed
to understand and confidently install a ceiling fan. Wiring a Light Switch. How to Wire a Plug.
How to wire a split receptacle. Questions or Comments? Recent Articles. Visitor's Favorite
Pages. Diy Wiring Diagrams For Light Switches - Fully explained wiring instructions complete
with a picture series of an installation and wiring diagrams can be found here in the gfi and light
switch area here in this website. Light switch wiring diagram single pole this light switch wiring
diagram page will help you to master one of the most basic do it yourself projects around your
house. Whether you have power coming in through the switch or from the lights these switch
wiring diagrams will show you the light. It s likely you ll also need to replace the existing switch
box with a larger one to accommodate the extra wires for. Diy Wiring Diagrams For Light
Switches Whether you have power coming in through the switch or from the lights these switch
wiring diagrams will show you the light. Directions for wiring a 3 way light switch yourself. Add
an electrical box for the second 3 way switch in the basement. The source is at sw1 and 2 wire
cable runs from there to the fixtures. Multiple light wiring diagram. More information this light
switch wiring diagram page will help you to master one of the most basic do it yourself projects
around your house. Fully explained wiring instructions complete with a picture series of an
installation and wiring diagrams can be found here in the gfi and light switch area here in this
website. The hot and neutral terminals on each fixture are spliced with a pigtail to the circuit
wires which then continue on to the next light. This diagram illustrates wiring for one switch to
control 2 or more lights. Just click the wiring diagrams. Turn off the correct circuit at your
electrical panel. Light Switch And Outlet In Same Box Light Switch Wiring Light Light switch
wiring diagram single pole this light switch wiring diagram page will help you to master one of
the most basic do it yourself projects around your house. How to wire a 3-way light switch and
connect two 3-way switches to an existing or a new light fixture is a DIY project most
homeowners can do on their own. In addition, when you wire 3-way switch connections to lights
yourself â€” you will save a ton of money on electrician fees, and make a significant
improvement to your home. Ok, No more fumbling in the dark. This easy-to-follow 3-way wiring
diagram â€” changing from a single-pole to a 3-way light switch, will allow you to turn on any
light in your house â€” from multiple locations, such as at the top and bottom of a staircase or
both ends of a hallway. Learning how to connect a 3-way switch is a little more involved than
something simple like installing an electrical box for an Electric Fireplace , however, the task
can be simple enough â€” If you follow along with these instructions:. However, the basic
principles also apply to replace existing 3-way switches or if you are installing them into new
residential construction. The first step in any electrical project is to make sure there is no power
going to the circuit you plan to be working on. Make sure the outlet box you choose is large
enough, as 3-way switches usually require a bit of extra room due to their third wire. Once your
boxes are in place, you can start the process of installing and wiring the switches themselves.
Refer to the above 3-way switch diagram. So what you should see if you have the correct 3-wire
electrical cable Romex is a black power white neutral and now a 3rd Red wire. This is the 3-wire
cable that you must have to wire a 3-way light switch. The exact cable you use depends on the
gauge of the existing wiring in the rest of the circuit, but in most cases, the correct cable will be
either or And Make sure all of your Ground connections are completed and securely fastened.
Before turning the power back on, wrap a piece of black electrical tape around the white wires if
you used them as travelers. The white wire that runs to the fixture should be marked in the
same way to avoid any confusion. Now you just have to screw the switches to the boxes, put
the faceplates on, and restore power to the circuit. Test the switches to be sure they work. If you
have any trouble, be sure to turn the power back off before inspecting the wiring connections or
trying to troubleshoot. To troubleshoot the 3-way switch â€” Simply cut the power. Then, trace
your way back to each connection and confirm all wires are connected properly, and that all the
wire connectors are tight. The steps above describe installing a 3-way switch and provide a
3-way switch diagram utilizing one light fixture. Before you grab your toolbox and set out to
wire a three-way switch, Wire a ceiling fan , or any other electrical work, be sure to take proper

safety precautions. Always be sure to work with the power turned off and to proceed with care
and caution at each stage of an electrical project. Also, be sure to check the type of wiring in
your home. These instructions are offered for installing switches using standard Copper wiring.
Some homes, however, do use aluminum wiring instead. Thanks for visiting, and hopefully now
you know how to wire a three-way light switch! Looking to warm up your Patio or Garden this
Year? Thanks for visiting BestHomeGear. Very informative article. Read your article and got
some good ideas about the installation of a 3 way light switch wire. Had to move three way
switch at bottom of stairs. Problems rewiring. I have power coming into bottom switch from
nearby outlet. I believe one goes to switch at top of stairs and other to lights? Tried all
combinations. Any help would be appreciated. Robert Thanks for contacting us. It sounds like
you have the wrong Romex currently in place â€” It should be or When you talk about or , the
Romex cable actually has 4 wires. The 14 or 12 is the wire size. It is very common to use or
when you have a Fan with a light and you want two different switches controlling it. Follow our
guide with the correct wire run to each switch, and you should be fine. Any doubts, hire an
electrician! This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed.
Table of Contents Show Contents. How to Install a 3-way light switch â€” Updated for 1. Step 2:
Install the Correct Electrical Boxes. Step 5: Finish and Test Your Work. Important Note About
Your Safety: 3. Kevin 3 24, 6 minutes read. Thanks for your valuable post. Leave a Reply Cancel
reply. Check Also. How To Guides. How to Cut and Removeâ€¦. By code, the number of
conductors allowed in a box are limited depending on box size and wire gauge. Calculate total
conductors allowed in a box before adding new wiring, etc. Check local regulations for
restrictions and permit requirements before beginning electrical work. The user of this
information is responsible for following all applicable regulations and best practices when
performing electrical work. If the user is unable to perform electrical work themselves, a
qualified electrician should be consulted. How to Read These Diagrams. The diagrams on this
page illustrate connecting multiple lights in 3 way and 4 way switch circuits. Check below for
more details about these circuits and some troubleshooting tips. In this circuit, two light
fixtures are shown but more can be added by duplicating the wiring arrangement between the
fixtures for each additional light. Here the source is at the first switch, SW1, and 3-wire cable
runs from there to the first light, L1. Two, 2-wire cables run between each light fixture after that
and 3-wire cable runs from the last light to SW2. At the beginning of the circuit the hot source is
connected to the common terminal on SW1. The neutral is spliced to the white cable wire
running to the lights and then spliced with a pigtail to the neutral terminal at L1. It is also
spliced with the white wire running to the second light, L2. At L2 this white wire connects
directly to the neutral terminal on the light fixture. If more lights are added, this wire would be
spliced to the fixture and to the white wire running to the next light. The travelers are run
between the lights using the second cable black and white wires and at the last light, they are
spliced to continue on to the traveler terminals on SW2. They don't connect to the light fixtures
at any point. The white traveler wire is wrapped with black tape to mark it as hot. This diagram
illustrates another multiple light circuit controlled by 3 way switches. Here the source and the
fixtures come before the switches. As with the other diagrams on this page, more lights can be
added by duplicating the wiring arrangement between the fixtures. A 3-wire cable runs from L1
to L2 and 2-wire cable runs from there to the first switch. A 3-wire cable runs between SW1 and
SW2. The source hot is spliced to the black wire running between the lights and at the last light
it is spliced to the black wire running through to the common on SW1, it does not connect to the
light fixtures. The white wire is marked with black tape and spliced to the black wire running to
the common terminal on SW2. Back at the lights the source neutral is connected to the neutral
terminal on L1 and spliced with the white wire running to the next fixture. At each light it's
connected to the neutral terminal with a pigtail and at the last light, directly to the fixture
neutral. At SW1 the red and white wires from the 3-wire cable running between the switches
function as the travelers with the white marked for hot using black tape or paint. This drawing
shows the wiring for multiple lights in a 4 way switch circuit with the source and fixtures
coming before the switches. More lights can be added to this circuit by duplicating the wiring
shown here for each additional fixture. Here 3-wire cable runs between L1 and L2, 2-wire cable
runs from the last light to SW1, and more 3-wire cable runs from SW1 to the 4 way switch and
then to SW2. At the lights the hot source is spliced to the black wire running between lights, it
does not connect to the lights. At the last fixture it is spliced to the black wire running to the
common on SW1. The neutral from the source is connected to each light fixture with a pigtail
and to the neutral running to the next light. At the last light the source neutral is connected
directly to the fixture neutral terminal. The red wire between the lights is connected directly to
the hot on L1 and then run to the next light. If there are more than 2 lights, the red is pigtailed to
the fixture hot and to the red wire running on to the next light. With 2 lights, it is spliced with the

white wire running to the switches. This white wire is wrapped with black tape to mark it as hot.
At SW1 this marked white wire is spliced to the marked white running to the 4 way switch and at
the 4 way, it is spliced again to the marked white wire running directly to the common terminal
on SW2. This white wire does not connect to the 4 way switch. The black and red wires running
between the switches serve as the travelers for the circuit. At the 4 way the travelers from SW1
connect to the two terminals at T1. The two terminals at T2 connect to the black and red
travelers running to SW2. The most likely cause of circuit failure is an error in the wiring
arrangement. Verify the circuit is wired correctly using the following guidelines. A 4 way switch
must be wired between two 3 way switches as shown in the diagrams on this page. A 4 way
switch has five terminals: one ground and 4 circuit terminals divided into two matching pairs
called travelers. Each pair of traveler terminals should be wired to the traveler wires from one of
the 3 way switches in the circuit. The travelers from one 3 way can be wired to either terminal in
a pair, but don't mix up the pairs on the 4 way or the circuit won't work properly. In order for a 4
way circuit to work, the 3 way switches must be wired properly at the beginning and end of the
path. So be sure that the common terminal on one of the 3 ways is wired to the hot source, and
the common on the second 3 way is wired to the the hot terminal on the load. Check to be sure
the traveler wires only connect between the traveler terminals on all the switches. A 4 way
switch will only be connected to traveler wires, never to a hot source or load wire and never to a
neutral wire. Also, confirm that each pair of travelers on a 4 way are only connected to one
switch per pair. Check that the neutral from the source is only connected to the neutral terminal
at the load. A neutral wire will never be connected to standard 3 way and 4 way switches,
although some smart switches and timers may make use of a neutral wire to operate the device.
If you believe your circuit is wired correctly and the lights still don't work, one or more of the
switches may be defective. You can test the switches using the procedure described below. If
you have existing switches that stop working, they may be worn out or the terminal screws may
have loosened over time. With the power off and the device removed from the outlet box, check
that all connections are still tight using a screwdriver. If the connections are made with clamps
instead of screws, tug firmly on the wires to be sure they are all still tight. If you have an old or
new switch you believe was wired correctly and the circuit still doesn't work, the switch may be
defective. In these cases, you can test the internal functionality with a simple procedure. Turn
off the power and remove the switch from the circuit by disconnecting the wires. Use a
continuity tester or multimeter on the Ohms setting to determine if it's conducting electricity
properly. To test a 3 way switch, connect one meter probe to the common terminal and the other
to one of the travelers. Flip the switch toggle one way and then the other. If the meter shows
continuity with the toggle in one direction and not the other, move the probe from that traveler
terminal to the other one and test again. If you find the second traveler shows continuity with
the toggle in one direction and not the other, the switch is probably functioning properly. If,
however, you don't find any continuity or constant continuity no matter where the probe is or
how you flip the toggle, the switch is likely defective and should be replaced. To test a 4 way
switch, connect one probe to one traveler terminal in a pair and the other probe to one traveler
terminal in the other pair. Flip the switch toggle and check that you find continuity in one
direction but not the other. Move one probe to the other terminal in its pair and test again for the
same results. Move the second probe to the other terminal in its pair and test both
arrangements again. If you find alternating continuity when you flip the toggle in all possible
arrangements, your switch is probably working properly. If you find no continuity or constant
continuity in any of the possible arrangements when you flip the toggle, the switch is likely
defective. One note about this procedure, if you are dealing with a smart electronic switch or
timer, the internal circuitry can not be tested in this way. How to Read These Diagrams The
diagrams on this page illustrate connecting multiple lights in 3 way and 4 way switch circuits.
Wiring a 3 Way Switch with Multiple Lights In this circuit, two light fixtures are shown but more
can be added by duplicating the wiring arrangement between the fixtures for each additional
light. Wiring 2 Lights and 3 Way Switches This diagram illustrates another multiple light circuit
controlled by 3 way switches. Wiring 3 Switches and 2 Lights This drawing shows the wiring for
multiple lights in a 4 way switch circuit with the source and fixtures coming before the switches.
Email Print. Home Page. Diagrams for Light Switches. The power, cable C1, joins the circuit at
the light fixture F1. Here the neutral connects to the light F1 and is spliced through to light F2.
The hot from the power source is spliced through both fixtures and terminates at the common
terminal of SW1 via cable C3. Tags 2 lights 2 way switch 3 way light switch 3 way switch 4 way
light switch 4 way switch crossover switch Four way switch how to wire a 2 way switch how to
wire a light switch power feed via light Power feed via switch switches three way light switch
Three way switch travelers two lights two way two way light switch two way switch. Lighting
Circuits Key to wiring diagrams Key to types of switch 2 way light switch with power feed via

switch 2 way light switch with power feed via light 2 way light switch with power feed via switch
two lights 3-way light switch with power feed via the light switch Three way light switch with
power feed via the light Single light between 3 way switches power via switch Single light
between 3 way switches power via light 3 way light switch with power feed via the switch two
lights 3 way light switch with power feed via the light two lights Two lights between 3 way
switches power via a switch Two lights between 3 way switches power via a light How to wire a
4 way light switch with power feed via the light switch 4 way light switch with power feed via the
light. Privacy policy Disclaimer. Two, 2-wire cables C3 and C4 run between the fixtures, and a
3-wire cable C2 runs from the second fixture F2 to the second 3 way switch SW2. The hot
source is connected to the common terminal of SW1. The neutral is spliced to the white wire
feeding the first fixture, via cable C1,where it is spliced to the neutral of both lights. You must
be logged in to post a comment. Tags 2 lights 2 way switch 3 way light switch 3 way switch 4
way light switch 4 way switch crossover switch Four way switch how to wire a 2 way switch
how to wire a light switch power feed via light Power feed via switch switches three way light
switch Three way switch travelers two lights two way two way light switch two way switch. Two
lights between 3 way switches power via a switch. Leave a Reply Cancel reply You must be
logged in to post a comment. Lighting Circuits Key to wiring diagrams Key to types of switch 2
way light switch with power feed via switch 2 way light switch with power feed via light 2 way
light switch with power feed via switch two lights 3-way light switch with power feed via the
light switch Three way light switch with power feed via the light Single light between 3 way
switches power via switch Single light between 3 way switches power via light 3 way light
switch with power feed via the switch two lights 3 way light switch with power feed via the light
two lights Two lights between 3 way switches power via a switch Two lights between 3 way
switches power via a light How to wire a 4 way light switch with power feed via the light switch 4
way light switch with power feed via the light. Privacy policy Disclaimer. Wiring 3-way switches
is not complicated, but making sure you are connecting the right wires, could be a little tricky.
There are several ways you can wire your switches with the most common being when
electricity source is connected to the light switch first. This is where diagrams come in handy
and we are including them below along with step-by-step wiring instructions in the video
format. Very convenient if you have a big house. Three-way switches are not expensive and
could be UL-listed as this one Amazon link. Do not start doing anything until you make sure that
no power is going through the wires! Turn the power OFF by flipping the appropriate circuit
breaker and double-check it with a non-contact voltage tester. Working with electricity is
dangerous and can be fatal if not done properly. There are 4 terminals screws on each switch
see photo above , but some older versions of switches may come without the ground terminal.
Here is a good non-contact voltage tester for you from Fluke Amazon link. Now, the actual
wiring. In order to wire the 3-way switch properly, you will need to use one of the diagrams that
we will post below , and which one you use depends entirely on your need. If power takes the
usual route light switch first , you can use the following diagrams for reference:. Click on the
image to enlarge it. If you need to connect more fixtures, you can duplicate the wiring for each
new light. In this example, the power is coming into the switch to the left through a two-wire
cable and is going through the three-wire cable to another switch. Two-wire cables are also
used to connect the lights together. If the power goes directly into your lighting fixture, then
these wiring diagrams should help you out:. Here is another good demonstration of 3-way
switch wiring if the electricity source and light is connected to the same 3-way switch:. If you
need to put the light between two switches, then you may find the following diagrams very
useful:. Allam is an engineer by profession. Allam graduated with honors from world-ranked
universities and even won a gold medal. His professional knowledge and expertise include but
not limited to :. Aqeel is an Electrical Engineer with experience in electrical systems. Turn your
hand made drawing or your concept into professional Auto CAD design by visiting his online
services page. Affiliate Disclosure. Even though we recommend products that we like, some of
them are linked to our affiliate partners that will pay us a small commission at NO cost to you!
Accuracy Disclaimer. This information was collected from a variety of sources and is subject to
change without notice. Safety Disclaimer. This article is for informational purposes only and is
not intended to replace professional advice in any way. You are using the information provided
at your own risk which includes, but is not limited to, maintenance or repair, operation,
installation, and safety precautions. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the
next time I comment. Our Blog About us. Wiring Switches. Wiring materials Materials for
installing 3-way switches include: Cables or If your circuit breaker is 20 amps, you will need a
gauge wire and if you have a 15 amp circuit like most homes , you will need a 14 gauge wire
Identifying the screws of a 3-way switch There are 4 terminals screws on each switch see photo
above , but some older versions of switches may come without the ground terminal. Ground

terminal green screw â€” 1pc. This part of the switch is not insulated and is connected directly
to the metal framework. Usually painted green. This terminal is meant for the ground wire, which
is usually green or uninsulated plain copper. Common terminal dark or black screw â€” 1pc.
This terminal is designed for connecting a hot black wire which is coming from your circuit
breaker panel. Traveler terminals brass screws â€” 2pc. These terminals are interchangeable,
and designed for traveler wires red and black wire from a common cable between two switches.
Identifying the wires of a 3-way switch Green wire or bare copper wire ground wire. Very often
this is a bare copper wire that attaches to the green screw or terminal of the switch. White wire
neutral or common wire. The purpose of this wire is to send electricity directly to the light bulb.
The white wire that comes from the switch cable needs to be connected directly to the white
wire of the common cable and then goes all the way to the appropriate terminal of the bulb.
Black wire hot wire. There are three types of black wires coming from the 3-way switches when
wiring multiple lights. The first wire is connected to the main energy source and its destination
is the common terminal or the black screw of one of the 3-way switches. The second wire is
connected to the common terminal or black screw of the second 3-way switch and its
destination is the corresponding terminal of the bulb black. The third wire is connected between
one of the traveler terminals of the two 3-way switches. Red wire Traveler or switch wire. This
wire is connected to the main energy source and its destination is the black terminal or a screw
of the 3-way switch. Here are some wiring cases: The electricity source is connected to the
3-way switch first. Power at the 3-way switch. The electricity source is connected to the light
fixture first. Power at the light. Electricity source and light are connected to the same 3-way
switch. Electricity source and light is in between switches. Case 1. Power at the 3-way switch
multiple lights If power takes the us
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ual route light switch first , you can use the following diagrams for reference: Click on the
image to enlarge it. This is how the cables are connected: The hot source of the first 2-wire
cable is connected to the common terminal of the first switch to the left, in the diagram. Neutral
or white wire coming from the same 2-wire cable is connected to the first light. Between lights,
another 2-wire cable is used and connected to appropriate terminals. The hot or black wire
coming from the last light, is connected to the common terminal of the second light switch. The
ground wire gets connected to the ground screws of both switches and light fixtures. Red and
black wires from three-wire cable are connected between switches to appropriate traveler
terminals. Case 2. Case 4. At your service,. Allam Allam is an engineer by profession. Aqeel
Chaudhry Aqeel is an Electrical Engineer with experience in electrical systems. You may be
interested in. Legal Information. Back toâ€¦. Main Page Wiring.

